
Terroir and Territory

Like any plant, za’atar takes on the flavor of the soil in which it is 
grown, so no two za’atar plants taste exactly the same. Resilient, 
drought- resistant za’atar takes root even on the most arid hilltops 
and between rocks, not unlike our people. In an unwinnable bid for 
control, Israel, using the pretense of conservation, now prohibits 
foraging za’atar in the wild.

Outlawed za’atar grows all over the world in the greenhouses, 
farms, and backyards of diasporic Arabs, who have smuggled the 
precious seeds from their visits home. In Palestine and Lebanon, 
entrepreneurs in the slow food movement are helping small farmers 
scale their za’atar production and sell directly to consumers. I dream 
of saving the best seeds to set up a za’atar farm one day in California, 
where I could demonstrate our symbolic rootedness, creating home 
and connection to the land in our adopted countries.

Don’t get discouraged in your search for this elusive plant. If you 
ask a grocer in Palestine for za’atar, you might get thyme, while in 
Jordan or Lebanon, you might get a variety of oregano, hyssop, or 
marjoram. The plants produce a similar earthy profile, and recipes 
often use them interchangeably.

Try out whatever varietals you’re able to find and adjust the 
proportions and combinations to suit your taste. I like mine on the 
earthier side and go easy on the sumac. Too much of the sour berry 
can cause heartburn. As herbs in the Arab World become harder to 
access, some manufacturers add wheat to stretch their mix: a vibrant 
green mix indicates the purity of the herbs; a dull, dusty color means 
it’s been diluted. Most importantly, have fun testing and tasting 
until you have a mix that makes your heart sing.

Za’atar refers both to the spice mix and the plant 
that is the main ingredient, which translates to 
Syrian oregano or hyssop and can be found in 
specialty stores. If you cannot find it, you can 
substitute dried oregano or marjoram (or a combi-
nation of the two!).

¼ cup dried hyssop or Syrian oregano
2 teaspoons sumac
½ teaspoon kosher salt
2 tablespoons toasted sesame seeds

In a spice grinder or blender, pulse the hyssop to 
a fine powder. Sift to remove any stems. Mix with 
the sumac, salt, and sesame seeds.

Za’atar can be stored in an airtight container at 
room temperature for up to 1 month.

Makes 1 cup

NUTTY, TART, HERBACEOUS za’atar is a 
beloved spice mix of my childhood. No Arab 
household from the Levant is complete without 
it. Activated by heat, za’atar in olive oil emits an 
irresistible savory scent. When I was building my 
bakery, I joked about creating a fan system to blow 
the za’atar scent into the street to lure people in, 
just as with Mrs. Field’s Cookies. That ploy turned 
out to be unnecessary, however, since curiosity 
quickly turns to delight after people taste za’atar 
for the first time. I’m often asked if the taste can 
be bottled up to take home. Luckily, since this is a 
spice mix, it can!

Za’atar is the ultimate superfood of Greater Syria, 
or Bilad al Sham. It has antiseptic qualities, helping 
to strengthen immunity and prevent foodborne 
illnesses, and it contains iron, supporting bone 
strength and blood circulation. Many Arabs I know 
say their mothers used to feed them za’atar before 
a big test to improve memory; enthusiasts insist 
the medical research backs them up. It doesn’t 
take a scientist to affirm that the power of this 
flavor combo lights up the frontal lobe and leaves 
happy bellies in its wake.

Many breakfasts start with a small plate, filled half 
with za’atar and half with good- quality olive oil. 
Eaten the Arab way, we dip our bread into the oil 
to create an adhesive and then dip it into the spice 
mix. The combo of grassy, fruity oil with the com-
plex flavors in this spice mix make it comforting 
and craveable enough to eat daily over a lifetime. 
Mix yours with olive oil or sprinkle on meat, salad, 
or anything else your heart desires.

ZA’ATAR ∙ زعتر
Wild Thyme, Sumac, and Sesame Mix
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